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Abstract. We present an online Web-data-driven framework for segmenting moving objects in videos. This framework uses object shape
priors learned in an online fashion from relevant labeled images ranked
in a large-scale Web image set. The method for online prior learning
has three steps: (1) relevant silhouette images for training are online
selected using a user-provided bounding box and an object class annotation; (2) image patches containing the annotated object for testing are
obtained via an online trained tracker; (3) a holistic shape energy term
is learned for the object, while the object and background seed labels are
propagated between frames. Finally, the segmentation is optimized via
3-D Graph cuts with the shape term and soft assignments of seeds. The
system’s performance is evaluated on the challenging Youtube dataset
and found to be competitive with the state-of-the-art that requires ofﬂine modeling based on pre-selected templates and a pre-trained person
detector. Comparison experiments have veriﬁed that tracking and seed
label propagation both induce less distraction, while the shape prior induces more complete segments.

1

Introduction

Moving object segmentation is useful yet challenging in video analysis, such as
action recognition and person identiﬁcation. Particular challenges come from
three aspects. First, most videos include dynamic scenes, e.g., moving background and global motion. Second, it is preferred yet diﬃcult to segment an
arbitrary object automatically with less user intervention [1–3]. Third, eﬃciency
is also important due to the volume of video data. To address those, we propose
an object-class independent framework to segment selected moving objects using
priors driven by large-scale Web data. It requires only minimal user input and
no pre-trained detectors for respective object classes. As shown in Fig. 1, the
novelty lies in the paradigm of learning priors online. Since we need to tackle
dynamic scenes, our intuition is to track the object and segment it locally, which
in turn makes it amenable to applying priors learned for the object. Moreover,
the rich labeled data on the Web makes such prior learning feasible. e.g., [4] uses
LabelMe [5] to learn regional segments, [6] uses Web images to learn actions, [7]
uses Web videos to learn behavior priors, and [8] uses Youtube videos to learn
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Fig. 1. Framework overview. First, a user draws a bounding box on the object of interest and provides descriptive keywords. Then, the object is tracked through the video.
Meanwhile, a weighted training set is retrieved to learn a shape prior and generate seed
labels. Finally, segmentation of the object is produced. Shown for Youtube-seq48 [11].

detectors. The contributions of this work include a method for online learning of
priors naturally used in Graph cuts and a robust tracker combining the merits
of two up-to-date methods [9] and [10].
In scenes with stationary background, background subtraction performs well.
However, graph-based segmentation methods [12–14] often produce better performance because they can incorporate precise constraints and give a better
balance of region and boundary properties [15]. In dynamic scenes, global graph
optimization does not work well. One solution is to incorporate object tracking [16, 17]. Simultaneous tracking and segmentation can preserve the temporal
coherence [1, 11, 14, 16–19]. For example, Bugeau and Perez use Mean Shift
for clustering and minimize the energy with MAP/MRF [18]. The descriptor is
formed with photometric, spatial and optical ﬂow features to cluster consistent
points. Ren and Malik integrate static and temporal cues to segment objects
repeatedly [16]. Niebles et. al. ﬁrst use the pictorial structure to extract the human volume [11], and then extend that by incorporating bottom-up appearances
[19].
Another solution is to improve the standard Graph cuts [15]. Modiﬁcations
mainly diﬀer in the deﬁnations of energy terms. Malcolm et. al. aim to incorporate a non-uniform prior into the region term, by ﬁrst penalizing pixels according
to their distance from the expected location [1] and then using the Kernel PCA
(KPCA) pre-image (i.e., reconstructed feature) as a prior occurrence map [20].
[21] embeds a shape probability map into both region and boundary terms. Some
works try to design a separate shape term, such as [2, 22]. Recently, it is popular to learn priors such as shapes either from previous segments transductively
[2, 21, 23, 24] or from a training set [19, 25]. The training set can be pre-selected
for a speciﬁc class [19, 25, 26], while an online query is ﬂexible and provides a
wide variety and representative samples. For instance, [27] uses KPCA to learn
shape priors. Collect-cut [26] iteratively reﬁnes segmentation results by clustering seeds and using data-driven top-down cues, which even include a localization
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prior and object-like regions called key-segments, in their recent extension work
[28]. Meanwhile, researchers use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [13], 3-D histogram [12] or Kernel Density Estimation [24] to assign seed labels. Further, seed
label propagation can be achieved by KPCA [20] or self-training [3], e.g., Malcolm et. al use the pre-image [29] of a KPCA projection to induce an iteratively
reﬁned shape [20].
In short, we improve the standard Graph cuts [15] by embedding a shape term
and propagating seed labels. We use a posterior to express the regional term,
and present a working system that makes good use of the interactive annotation
of the object and the keyword description. The system has three steps.
(1) Online selection of training data from the Web. 1) Given a video,
the user draws a bounding box (denoted as B) on an object of interest and
provides one or more descriptive keywords, e.g., “pedestrian”; “face”+“proﬁle”;
“car ”+“aerial ”; “apple”+“pad ”, etc. 2) Inside B, a coarse segment C is acquired
via a fast and automatic variation of Level set [30], which uses boundary features
(i.e., signed distance function). 3) Keywords are used to retrieve training samples
on-the-ﬂy, while the coarse segment is used to select the most similar ones. All
training samples are cropped out according to the aspect ratio of the initial
bounding box and then scaled to the same size.
(2) Online selection of testing data via object tracking. B is tracked
through the video. The returned positions and sizes are generally accurate. To
ensure image patches in bounding boxes fully contain the object, the tracking
result is enlarged with a margin. The image patch sequence is divided into volumes using a temporal sliding window. Even if tracking fails, the system detects
it and requests the user to re-initiate tracking.
(3) Segmentation with online learning of priors. The shape energy
is learned from the KPCA space. And the object and background seed labels
are propagated using the KPCA pre-image of the previous segments. For each
volume, 3-D Graph cuts are performed with the shape term in the objective and
hard constraints from propagated seeds.
In the following, the steps are elaborated in Sec. 2, Sec. 3, Sec. 4, respectively.
Experiments are presented in Sec. 5, followed by a conclusion in Sec. 6.

2

Online Selection of Training Data

Training samples are retrieved on-the-ﬂy from LabelMe [5], a large-scale and
growing Web image set. Till now, it contains about 70,000 annotated images,
with rich object categories covered according to WordNet. If a image patch of the
object is retrieved, its silhouette image with the same size is also extracted. For
most classes, the retrievals are abundant, such as “person” with 13175 returns,
“car ” with 21617 returns, “bike” with 1092 returns, “boat ” with 1281 returns,
etc. In comparison, a pre-selected set of 100 templates are used in [19]. Then,
the top N representative returns are selected according to the shape similarity
deﬁned below. For the “person” task on a Youtube dataset [11], we empirically
set N = 500 because the eﬀect on the segmentation plateaus after that. Among
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the selected samples, the object similarity still can vary. Thus, we assign a weight
ω to each sample. Besides the shape similarity, the weighting also considers color
and texture. The readers may temporarily skip the criterion deﬁnitions below.
Shape. The sample with more similar object shape with C should weight more
(the object is termed as foreground). Thus, the shape similarity rs is measured via the bidirectional Hausdorﬀ distance Dh between two contour pixel sets
contst = {a1 , ..., am } and contrn = {b1 , ..., bn }, where con denotes a segment’s
outer contour, tst denotes the testing video’s initial patch, and trn denotes a
1
training sample. Next, rs is deﬁned as rs = Dh (contst
,contrn ) . Dh measures the
maximum mismatching degree between two point sets and is deﬁned as


Dh = max d(contst , contrn ), d(contrn , contst ) ,
where d(contst , contrn ) = maxa∈contst minb∈contrn a − b and d(contrn , contst ) =
maxb∈contrn mina∈contst b − a.  ·  is the distance between two pixels. The larger
rs is, the more weights the sample possesses. We rank rs decreasingly and select
the top N samples. The corresponding silhouette images form the training set.
Color. Statistics show that color values of the foreground (fg) and background
(bg) scatter in diﬀerent color ranges. Therefore, the contour resulting in more
distinct fg and bg distribution should weight more [19]. The color criterion rc
is deﬁned as the χ2 distance between the fg and bg color histograms Hfcol
g and
col
col
col
Hbg : rc = Dχ2 (Hf g , Hbg ). The fg/bg color distribution is commonly assumed to
obey a mixture model (e.g., GMM [13]). Besides, Dχ2 is deﬁned as Dχ2 (A, B) =
 (|Ai |−|Bi |)2
i |Ai |+|Bi | , where |Ai | denotes the number of votes in A’s i-th bin.
Texture. A contour locates where the local image pattern changes - from texture blocks to structure blocks. Thus, the sample with more distinct fg-contour
local entropy distributions should weight more. This texture (entropy) criterion
ent
re is deﬁned as the χ2 distance between entropy histograms Hfent
g and Hcon :
ent
re = Dχ2 (Hfent
g , Hcon ). A pixel’s local entropy feature is computed within its 8 j=9

i=9
neighborhoods as e = − i=9
i=1 pi ·ln pi ≈
i=1 pi ·(1−pi ), where pi = fi
j=1 fi
and f is the pixel value. The approximation is based on the Taylor expansion.
Weight Learning. The three criteria are fused in a logistic
function by deﬁning

1

 s.t. i ωi = 1. The coeﬃcients
the weight as ωi =

1+exp −(κ0 +

j∈{s,c,e}

κj ·rj )

κj (j ∈ 0, s, c, e; κ0 is a constant) are learned from all the N selected exemplars
using logistic regression with a predictor and a response vector. The predictor
records each exemplar’s rj (j ∈ s, c, e), and the response vector records if an
example is chosen. These criteria generally guarantee the relevance of training
data (silhouette images) even when the keyword is not exactly accurate.

3

Object Tracking via MIL-PF

Tracking is crucial to the success of our framework, so we choose to design
a robust tracker. Recently, online boosting (OB) trackers [31, 9, 32] produce
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competitive performances. OB [31] selects samples and trains a classiﬁer online,
making the tracker adapt well to the target’s appearance changes. However, the
classiﬁer may suﬀer from suboptimal samples. Then, online Multiple Instance
Learning tracker (MILTrack) [9] is proposed. It bags positive samples and handles
the sample ambiguity using MIL. It has shown promising results, while it assumes
a uniform distribution of the candidate locations within the search region and
directly chooses the location with the maximum response. That makes the results
lack of motion smoothness and moving speed consistency. Thus, we incorporate
Particle Filters (PF) [10] into MILTrack by setting each particle as a sample
for MILTrack. The strengthened motion model induces robustness to distraction
and occlusion. The Weighted Response of each particle is deﬁned as
W eighted Response = Response ∗ Occurrence P robability,
where Response is the classiﬁers’ output, Occurrence Probability represents the
similarity (i.e., Likelihood ) between the particles and the initial image patch of
the target. In PF, the motion state X (i.e., location, scale) is sampled from
a Gaussian window around the previous state and predicted using a 2nd-order
auto-regressive dynamical model [10] as Xt −X = A2 (Xt−2 −X)+A1 (Xt−1 −X)+
B0 wt , where X denotes the previous particles’ mean, the subscript denotes frame
number, w denotes prediction noise, A1 , A2 , B0 are coeﬃcients, and A1 +A2 = 1.
We name this algorithm MIL-PF, which is explained below.
Algorithm 1. MIL-PF. Performing the following frame by frame.
(1) PF: for each particle, apply the transition model to predict the position and
scale, and the observation model to estimate the Likelihood.
(2) Use the position and scale parameters of each particle to generate a
corresponding sample for MILTrack.
(3) MILTrack: for each sample, employ the classiﬁer to calculate the Response.
(4) Normalize Likelihoods and Responses.
(5) For each sample, calculating: Weighted Response = Response * Likelihood.
(6) Select the sample with max Weighted Response and update the state.

4

Segmentation with Data-Driven Priors

To apply Graph cuts, we discuss on the construction of the objective function
and hard constraints. Sec. 4.1 aims to learn a holistic shape term from retrieved
data. The learning method is expected to extract nonlinear structures and be
robust to noises. [29] indicates that KPCA meets such requirements. Sec. 4.2
aims to propagate seed labels across frames using KPCA (see also Fig. 2).
4.1

Shape Energy Term

Kernel Feature Space. Suppose K training samples are retrieved from the
labeled Web data. We denote the i-th (i = 1, . . . , K) silhouette image by a N dimensional column vector, Xi , of binary mask: 1/0 respectively indicates the
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Fig. 2. Learning a shape energy term and updating occurrence frequency map (OFM)
via KPCA. A training set induces a KPCA space and an initial OFM: 1) a shape prior
is learned in the KPCA space; 2) the initial OFM helps generating the initial segment;
3) the segment’s KPCA pre-image is set as the updated OFM for the next volume.

foreground/background (fg/bg). N is the number of pixels in B. Then, all the K
samples form an input space Φ. Suppose we use a kernel function k which induces
a nonlinear mapping ϕ from Φ to some feature space Ψ . The corresponding kernel
matrix is K = [k(Xi , Xj )]K×K and it can be centralized via K = HKH, where
H = I − N1 11T , I is an identity matrix, and 1 is a column vector of ones.
Kernel PCA Space. Let λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λM > 0 be the M ≤ K positive eigenvalues of K and u1 ≥ . . . ≥ uM > 0 be the corresponding eigenvectors. The
embedding dimensionality M is set to the rank of K, or a smaller value to ignore insigniﬁcant dimensions. Thus,
 the
 M principal components of the Kernel
PCA space can be written as 1/ λj K
i=1 uij ϕ(Xi ),j = 1, . . . , M . We omit the
details of the KPCA algorithm due to the space limit. Refer to [29] for details.
Shape Energy. Now, let us deﬁne a testing silhouette’s corresponding vector
as Y = [y1 , ..., yN ]T . The idea of minimizing the shape energy within the Graph
cuts objective is minimizing the distance between the testing shape and the
mean shape learned from the training data. However, the mean in Ψ can not be
explicitly computed [29]. In practice, it is sensible to drive the mapped testing
shape toward its projection on the KPCA space [27]. Thus, we deﬁne a shape
distance between Y’s mapping ϕ(Y) and the
energy S Ψ (Y) in Ψ asthe squared

further projection P j ϕ(Y) on the KPCA
space. From [27], we express it as

S Ψ (Y) = ϕ(Y) − P j ϕ(Y) 2 =
1
2
k(Y, Y) + 2 1T K1 − 1T kY + k̃TY MK̃Mk̃Y − 2k̃T
Y Mk̃Y
K
K

and transform it back to the input space ϕ as

1
S(Y) = −2σ 2 log 1 − S Ψ (Y)
2

(1)

(2)
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1
where (kY )K×1 = [k(Y, X1 ), ..., k(Y, XK )]T , (k̃Y )K×1 = H(kY − K
K1), and
M 1
T
MK×K = i=1 λi ui ui . where the subscript such as K ×1 denotes the dimension
of a matrix. S Ψ (Y) will be used to compute the KPCA’s pre-image, and S(Y)
will be used in the segmentation objective.

4.2

Seed Label Initialization and Propagation

This section aims to construct seed maps for every τ testing frames online.
Let Q = [q1 , ..., qN ]T denote the pixel’s color value in one testing frame’s B =
{ρ1 , ..., ρN }, and Y = [y1 , ..., yN ]T denote the wanted silhouette image of B. To
generate a seed map, we prefer thresholding the posterior probability distribution
P(Y|Q) of the fg/bg color distribution P(Q|Y) and a statistical prior P(Y) to
assign labels y. Note that we use P(·) to denote a matrix corresponding to the
image patch B, and use p(·) to denote a matrix element corresponding to a pixel.
Occurrence Frequency Map (OFM) Initialization. For training samples
of silhouette images, the probability p(y = 1) of a pixel being fg equals to the
frequency of that pixel having an intensity value 1, namely the pixel value in the
Occurrence Frequency Map Pocc . See Fig. 3 (b) for an illustration. Therefore,
N
P1 (Y) = Pocc
1 =
i=1 ωi · Γi ,
where Γi is the matrix of the i-th sample, which is obtained from the online
retrieval; ωi is the weight assigned to Γi and obtained via logistic regression in
Sec. 2; the superscript occ and subscript 1 denote occurrence and frame #1.


Propagation. The KPCA projection P j ϕ(Y) produces a shape most consistent with the training set [27]. [20] takes the the KPCA projection’s pre-image Ŷ
to be a prior occurrence map via approximate inverse mapping, which induces
promising results. Besides, the temporal coherence ensures the smoothness of
the shape changes between adjacent frames, and even in a temporal sliding window across τ frames.
 Thus, from frame #2, once the previous frame’s silhouette
Yt is available, P j ϕ(Yt ) ’s pre-image Ŷt can be set as a prior Pocc
t+1 for the
=
Ŷ
,
where
i
=
1,
...,
τ
;
t
=
j·τ +1
subsequent τ frames: Pt+i (Y) = Pocc
t
t+i
and j = 0, 1, 2, .... Notably, Ŷ is not easily computed, for ϕ is implicit and
nonlinear. By referring to Sec. 4 in [20] and Sec. 3 in [29], we compute an
N


1 Ψ
i=1 αi Xi
1
−
approximate pre-image as Ŷ = 
,
where
(α
)
=
γ̃
S
(Y)
,
N
i
i
N
×1
2
α
i=1

i

(γ̃i )N ×1 = γ + N1 (1 − 1T γ),
γN ×1 = [u1 , ..., uN ][ √1λ u1 , ..., √λ1 uN ]T k̃Y , S Ψ (·) is deﬁned by Eqn. 1,
1

N

and 1, ui , λi , k̃Y are deﬁned in Sec. 4.1. Essentially, the pre-image Ŷ is a linear
combination of the training data Xi , in a similar fashion with K-means or GMM,
while the coeﬃcients are computed diﬀerently. Please see [29] for the intuition
and details. Now, P(Y) for all frames has been obtained.
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Fig. 3. Seed initialization for a pedestrian sequence (1) and Hopkins155 -part6-car10
(2). The top row displays retrieved training samples. Second row: (a) Selected object
in the initial frame as a query, (b) Learned OFM corresponding to the query, (c) OFM
shown as a heat map, (d) Coarse segment by thresholding OFM, (e) Learned PPM
denoting the probability of each pixel being fg, (f) PPM shown as a heat map, (g)
Graph cuts result, (h) The graphical model illustrating the 3-D graph, in which zi is a
binary variable denoting pixel i’s label (fg/bg), and qi is the color value of pixel i.

Posterior Probability Map (PPM). Next, we acquire a coarse segment C
by thresholding Pf g . Using GMM on the pixels marked as fg/bg seeds, each fg
pixel’s likelihood p(q|y = 1) is modeled within C, while each bg pixel’s likelihood
p(q|y = 0) is modeled outside C but inside B. The initial C is achieved via level
set. With the priors p(y = 1), p(y = 0) and the likelihoods p(q|y = 1), p(q|y = 0)
available, the posterior probabilities p(y = 1|q) and p(y = 0|q) can be computed:
p(y|q) ∝ p(q|y) · p(y)

(3)

With all p(y|q) computed and normalized, we form the Posterior Probability
Map P(Y|Q), on which thresholding is conducted to setup a trimap consisting
of fg, bg and the unknown.
4.3

Segmentation via 3-D Graph Cuts

In this section, we segment the object volume by volume, which is a 3-D graph
formed by a τ -frame short sequence of tracked B = {ρ1 , ..., ρN }. Each voxel
ρi contains 26 neighbors. All the unordered neighboring voxel pairs are stored
in (ρi , ρj ) in a set Π. Let y = [y1 , ..., yN ]T denote the vector of the silhouette
in one frame, then the silhouette results can be denoted as a N × τ matrix
Z = [y1 ... yτ ]. We construct the graph energy function as
E(Z) = μ1 R(Z) + μ2 T (Z) + μ3 S(Z)

(4)

where R(·) and T (·) are the region term and 
boundary term, respectively. Our
contribution is the holistic shape term S(Z) = τi=1 S(yi ), where S(yi ) has been
deﬁned in Eqn. 2, and μ1 , μ2 , μ3 specify the weights. R(·) and T (·) are deﬁned
N ·τ

as R(Z) = i=1 Rρ (zi ) and T (Z) = {ρi ,ρj }∈Π T{ρi ,ρj } · δ(zi , zj ), where
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Fig. 4. Tracking result evaluation for seq48 [11]. (a) Center location error plots. (b)
Overlap score plots. (c) Precision plots. See text for details. Best seen on computer.

Rρi (zi ) = − ln p(zi |qi ) = − ln p(qi |zi ) − ln p(zi )
k(qi , qj )
T{ρi ,ρj } =
ρi − ρj 
δ(zi , zj ) =

(5)
(6)

1 zi =
 zj
0 zi = zj

are the voxel-level region unﬁtting penalty, boundary discontinuity penalty, and
neighborhood binary regulator, respectively. Eqn. 5 is a negative log-likelihood,
penalizing an assignment of fg and bg voxels during the optimization according
to how well they ﬁt the images’ color distributions. It is derived using Eqn. 3,
where z replaces y and P(Z|Q) denotes the histogram for fg color distribution
when z = 1, and similarly for bg when z = 0 . Unlike [15]’s hard assignment of
seeds, we incorporate a statistical occurrence frequency as a prior and set the
posterior as a probabilistic color distribution. In Eqn. 6, k(·, ·) is a kernel. Eqn. 6
penalizes a cut across voxels, according to their similarity relative to the distance.
We minimize Eqn. 4 using the Max-ﬂow/min-cut algorithm [33]. Except for the
initial frame, 3-D Graph cuts are performed once for all the frames in a volume.

5
5.1

Experiments
Tracking

Experimental Setting. We implement MIL-PF based on codes from [9] and
[10]. It runs at about 10 fps (360× 240) on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU
(2.97GHz). We compare it with OB [31], MILTrack [9], FragTrack [34] and TLD
[32]. We directly run their released codes, with the same initialization. However,
OB, FragTrack and MILTrack do not search in scale space, while TLD and MILPF both do. For MILTrack and MIL-PF, we keep all the common parameters
the same and ﬁxed. Images are represented by Haar-like features for MILTrack
and color histograms for PF. For MIL-PF’s transition model, A1 is 2.0, A2 is
−1.0, B0 is 1.0, and w is generated from a Gaussian distribution randomly.
Quantitative Comparison and Analysis. We evaluate the trackers on the
Youtube dataset [11] with 50 sequences. We label the ground truths for the
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bounding box and the silhouette. Evaluation results for multiple trials are averaged. First, we discuss on the very challenging 48th sequence. Fig. 4 (a) plots
the center location error versus the frame number. Fig. 4 (b) plots the overlap
score versus the frame number. The overlap score is deﬁned as the fraction of the
intersection to the union of ground truth and tracking result. As a convention,
a hit means that the score is greater than 1/3 (the black horizontal line). We
ﬁnd that MIL-PF achieves the best overall performance, and is especially better
than MILTrack. OB’s performance is poor, possibly suﬀering from suboptimal
and gradually imprecise samples. Over time they degrade the classiﬁer’s discriminative power and cause drifts from the target. Thus, MILTrack performs better
than OB. However, from frame 40, both MILTrack and OB suddenly perform
worse, possibly due to the lack of motion model for occlusion handling.
Fig. 4 (c) shows the overall performance by plotting the percentage of frames
in which the estimated target location is within a threshold distance of the
ground truth. It plots the precision versus threshold. We compare the precisions
at threshold 30 in the curve, to ﬁnd that MIL-PF achieves the highest precision.
Below 30, MIL-PF and TLD closely lead the performance; above 30, MIL-PF
has a big lead. For the whole dataset, Table 1 summarizes the average precisions
at threshold 30. MIL-PF achieves the best overall performance. The results are
not only stable but also generally accurate.
Table 1. Average precision at threshold 30 on Youtube dataset [11]
Method OB FragTrack TLD MILTrack MIL-PF
Ave. Prec. 0.41
0.56
0.77
0.62
0.83

5.2

Segmentation

Experimental Setting. We perform cross validations for parameter selection
and use Gaussian kernels in KPCA and Graph cuts. For GMM, we adopt the
EM algorithm initialized by K-means. As default, the Gaussian numbers of fg
and bg are set to 4 and 5 respectively; τ is set to 5; μ1 , μ2 , μ3 are 0.4, 0.4,
0.2 respectively; the margin accounts for 20 percent of the width/height of the
original bounding box. The whole system runs at about 3∼6 fps.
Analysis of Top-Down Constraints. In our method, we have three top-down
constraints: the rough location, the shape prior, and seed labels. As shown in
Table 2, there are ﬁve variations in total. The version without tracking but with
seed updating does not exist, for seeds are predicted by modeling the fg and bg
within a bounding box. First, we conduct an experiment on Youtube-seq48 and
calculate the precision-recall, as shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3. A higer precision
implies less distraction, namely fewer outliers and fewer false positives; a higher
recall implies a more complete segment, namely fewer false negatives. In Fig. 5, a
comparison between (b) and (a) indicates that tracking induces less distraction.
Namely, in Table 3, (b) has a remarkably higher precision than (a). Comparisons
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of (e) v.s. (d) and (c) v.s. (b) indicate that seed label update also induces less
distraction. See (e) v.s. (d) and (c) v.s. (b) in precision. Comparisons of (e) v.s.
(c) and (d) v.s. (b) indicate that a shape prior induces a more complete segment,
namely (e) has a remarkably higher recall than (c) and similarly for (d) v.s. (b).
Table 4 presents the F-measure score, which is deﬁned as the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. The larger F-measure value, the better performance.

Fig. 5. Comparison of 5 versions of our method on seq48 [11]. From left to right: the
segmentation results and corresponding silhouette images generated by versions (a),
(b), (c), (d), (e) respectively. From top to bottom: Frame 1, 31, 61, respectively.
Table 2. Five versions of our method
No track, no shape term
Tracking, no shape term
Tracking, shape term

No update Seed update
(a)
×
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Table 3. Test on Youtube-seq48 [11]
Method Ave. Prec. Ave. Rec. F-score
(a)
0.13
0.25
0.17
(b)
0.49
0.47
0.48
(c)
0.62
0.53
0.57
(d)
0.51
0.64
0.57
(e)
0.72
0.68
0.70

Overall Evaluation and Comparison. We evaluate our method on the whole
Youtube dataset [11] and compare it with two related methods (see Table 4).
Our full method achieves competitive performance with the state-of-the-art [19],
which learns top-down shape priors from a set of pre-selected templates and uses
them to guide a bottom-up level-set based segmentation. [19] can only segment
frames with pedestrian detections, and its shape prior is limited to their ﬁxed
and small training set. In our method, the dynamic training set’s size N is set
to 500 for this “person” task, which is the most interested and more challenging
than most other object classes (e.g., car in Fig. 3) that [19] cannot handle.
Actually, we test a series of number, i.e., N = 50, 100, 150, ..., 1000. Generally,
a larger N induces a higher F-score, while the increase of F-score is slight after
N = 500. See our supplemental video for more results. Note that segmentation
is performed on the enlarged bounding boxes from tracking.

6

Conclusion

We present a ﬂexible and generic framework to segment moving objects in videos
using priors learned online from a large-scale Web image set. Its performance
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Table 4. Evaluation on the Youtube dataset [11]
Method
Ave. Prec. Ave. Rec. F-score
Our method’s partial version (a)
0.15
0.27
0.19
Our method’s partial version (b)
0.35
0.38
0.36
Our method’s partial version (c)
0.65
0.41
0.50
Our method’s partial version (d)
0.41
0.63
0.50
Our method’s full version (e)
0.71
0.80
0.75
Niebles et. al. 2008 [11]
0.57
0.44
0.50
Niebles et. al. 2010 [19]
0.74
0.75
0.74

is evaluated on the Youtube dataset [11], and shown to be competitive with
the state-of-the-art [19] that relies on oﬄine modeling. Our insight is to learn
knowledge online from the rich Web data. The future work include one-shot
multi-object segmentation [22, 25], and simultaneous tracking and segmentation,
which is expected to help preserve temporal coherence and in turn beneﬁts seed
label propagation. Further, our results may enrich LabelMe, which is growing
with more and more annotated images and video snapshots. As suggested in [8],
performance can be improved by domain adaptation between images and videos.
It is worth trying to directly retrieve videos as training data, from sources such
as LabelMe video with video-level annotations.
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